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What up doe! Da Rumor Mill is feelin’
the crunch from inflation and is rollin’ on
ball tires. But we ain’t the only ones that
may be hit in the pockets.
Rumor has it that rappers Drake and 21
Savage are reportedly being sued by Condé
Nast, the parent company of Vogue magazine, for about $4 million for using a fake
Vogue cover to promote their album, ‘Her
Loss’. Vogue says the rappers allegedly
violated their trademark that was not authorized for use. The company supposedly
wants the rappers to stop using the cover.
Drake reportedly thanked Vogue’s Editorin-Chief Anna Wintour on his Instagram for
the cover, but the company says he did
not get approval from the publishers. “All
of this is false. And none of it has been
authorized by Condé Nast,” the publisher
reportedly wrote. “Vogue magazine and
Anna Wintour have had no involvement
in Her Loss or its promotion and have not
endorsed it in any way.” The duo betta
hope for platinum record sales to pay off
their debt.

Drake ain’t the only one
havin’ money problems. Word
has it that tickets for
DaBaby’s show in Alabama
were going for buy one get
one free. The tickets are reportedly selling for only $22
with a $5.92 fee. Even with
the cheap rate, ticket sales
are reportedly slow. The
venue allegedly holds just
1,300 people but the tickets
are not selling. Fans reportedly began bashing him online. The rapper posted a
video, reacting to the tweets.
“They think I lost it, n**ga.
Me and Boston just went stupid in this b**ch. We just
went so stupid. They think I
lost it. Boston, they think I
lost it,” he says. A show in
New Orleans was reportedly
cancelled due to poor ticket
sales. However, DaBaby’s
team allegedly disputed it
and said it was canceled due
to a dispute with the promoter. “DaBaby’s New Orleans
show was pulled by the
artist’s team due to the promoter being in breach of contract,” MAC Agency founder
Andrew Lieber reportedly said. “DaBaby
will be back in New Orleans very soon to
make it up to his fans.”
Speaking of fans, viewers of Love & Hip
Hop New York are buzzing over the
amount Erica Mena is receiving in child
support for her two children with Safaree.
The couple’s divorce was reportedly finalized in September. The judge ordered Safaree to pay $4,305 a month for their two
kids, Safire and Legend. “Are you f**king
kidding me?” she reportedly said. “Now all
of this financial burden with my children is
on me? That’s not fair. Like, he doesn’t
have to pay none of it? This is f**ked up.”
The couple got married in 2019. Safaree
allegedly cheated on her, causing Erica to
file for divorce. Safaree is allegedly dating
Kimbella Matos, who he has a sex tape
with that reportedly leaked online during
the summer. Fans says that Safaree manhood was small in the video, but he
claimed there were specific reasons for
the appearance. Maybe he should have
charged to view the video, so that he can
break off Erica more in child support.
On that note, we’re outta here to buy
some used tires. Peace out!
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As family, friends, and fans, continue to
mourn the death of Migos member Takeoff, the demand for hip-hop to take a
stand against gun violence has grown.
While many have expressed disbelief
and anger that the shooting death of the
28-year-old, whose real name is Kirshnik
Khari Ball, took place allegedly because of
an argument over a dice game.
Fans on social media and the mainstream press have quickly tossed blame at
everyone from Takeoff’s bandmate Quavo
to clothing boss J. Prince Jr. and even to
the slain rap star himself.
And as always, hip-hop has come under
fire.
That’s no surprise to legendary Public
Enemy frontman Chuck D, whom most recognize as hip-hop’s voice of reason.
In putting in a perspective as perhaps
only the “Fight the Power” artist can,
Chuck noted that any other industry that
has seen as many fatalities as hip-hop
would have addressed that issue long ago.
And Chuck doesn’t put the blame entirely on the artists.
“This curiosity of what is this hip-hop
thing, what is this Black thing. The world
always seems to want to know and mimic
our greatness,” Chuck asserted in a 30minute interview with the Black Press of
America’s live morning news program,
“Let It Be Known.
“And if they can find a way to finance
and have our people mimic us at our worst
– the stereotype that generalizes us as a
bunch of murderous thugs and metastasize
that over a 10-15-20-year period as being
normal, then we got a problem.”
He continued:
“I don’t blame the youth. You’ve got
to blame some adults hiding behind the
scenes, pied piping and pied papering all
of this madness and making this kind of
thing seem normal. Was there a shootout
at a dice game? Yes. Were Black men involved in that circle? Yes. But it’s somebody pushing buttons and pulling levers
and not only doing so but they have been
greatly enriched financially by these incidents.”
Takeoff’s death counts among a string
of murders in the hip-hop community over
the past several years.
Other high-profile murders include PnB
Rock, Pop Smoke, XXXTentacion, Nipsey
Hustle, King Von, and Young Dolph.
“I was in college when Biggie and ‘Pac
was killed and thought there was no way
we’d ever experience anything remotely
close to that again,” media personality
Jemele Hill tweeted following Takeoff’s
death.
“Now,” Hill continued. “It’s happening
so frequently that you barely have time to
recover before someone else is killed.”
Chuck noted that a large part of the
argument about hip-hop deaths and violence comes from many who don’t consider all available facts.
“There are hundreds of thousands of
artists out there,” he said when asked

whether the younger artists pay attention
to the old heads.
“Who do you count? Do you count the
more successful ones because more people
like them? When we start getting into followers and likes, those algorithms don’t
add up to who we are as a people,” Chuck
insisted.
He explained:
“I have ten stations on Rap Station
(Radio). We play artists from the underground and under-found. We play artists
with a 10-15-year career, women worldwide and in more abundance than in the
United States.”
Chuck continued:
“If you only pay attention to what’s
being washed up on your shores, you’re
going to get a limited view of what it really is. There is really no kind of educational forum that people can go to like in
other aspects of life. Our arts and culture
should be taught to us. If we don’t control
our educational curriculum, we’re going to
let corporations teach us. And, whenever
corporations show up, God walks out the
door.”
In a recent podcast, Takeoff spoke
about receiving his flowers before he died.
“It’s time to pop it,” Takeoff said on
“Drink Champs.”
“It’s time to give me my flowers. I
don’t want them later when I’m not here.
I want them right now.”
Chuck said the life artists today lead,
compared to earlier hip-hop stars, is different.
“At the beginning of hip-hop, especially in the real beginning, cats wanted to
get away from that,” Chuck recounted.
“They didn’t want to be in the Bronx. New
York City had been deemphasized and
abandoned by the U.S.A. during a tough
fiscal time post-Nixon. Cats saw the emergence of hard drugs coming in out of nowhere. Guns coming out of nowhere, and
cats wanted to get away from that, and
they didn’t want to [rhyme] about that in
the 1980s.
He concluded:
“You had MCs and rappers who adhered
to those values and qualities. We could
have “The Message” by Grandmaster Flash
and the Furious Five that talked about
what’s going on, but they also made party
records to not talk about things people
saw every day.
“There was a balance to at least try to
bring good times into the picture. People
often said Public Enemy bought a political
message, but we came from the 1960s, so
we remember a time of being broke but
not broken.
“Many cats came from the 1970s doing
hip hop in the 1980s and 1990s.
“We came from the Black Panther
Party doing lunch programs, the Nation of
Islam doing things in the neighborhood.
We remember Dr. Martin Luther King and
Malcolm X being assassinated when they
were living people to us.
“On my birth certificate, it says
‘Negro.’ I remember being ‘Colored’ and
‘Black is Beautiful.’ That’s a different period that has been kind of pushed under
the rug in Americana.”

